Community Council Meeting Minutes
January 14, 2019
Layton High Business Office
In Attendance: Jared Fawson, Ryck Astle, Twila Bisk, Melanie Smith, Elizabeth Katoa, Nancy George,
Kathleen Wilcox, Julie Barlow,
Absent: Denmark Jensen
Presentation and discussion of Trustland expenditures was the focus of the meeting. The following
came in to give a brief overview of how last year’s trustlands funding has been helpful for the students
and staff at Layton High School.
Rachel Helwig-Theater: Body microphones & moving lights. These have been used in every show.
There are seven microphones and a case. These are self-contained and can be used in either theater.
The lights allow for different patterns which help to add to the shows the students are putting on.
Michelle Taylor-Math: Summer salaries have allowed teachers to add more to the online video content.
The lap tops (36 of them) and cart have helped but the 11 math teachers still have to rotate them so
everyone can have a chance to use them. They are being used in the regular math classes but not
honors or AP.
Tara Ferrin-Chemistry: Chemistry supplies. The new voltage & temperature probes can be plugged
directly into a calculator. This makes the process easier for the students & teachers.
Steve Spendlove-World Languages: Teacher microphone has made it easier for Mrs. Campos to be
heard as she walks around the room. Microsoft bought out Flip grid and it is now a free subscription.
This actually brought us a savings of $600. They were able to get the Yabla subscription for about $200.
Julie Nybo- PE: The equipment just showed up about 3 weeks ago and students are very excited to have
weights they can actually lift. It’s great to have a variety of weights available to all students.
Twila Bisk-Counseling: Scholarship secretary has taken a big burden from the counselors. She has
already met with 229 seniors so far. She runs individual appointments and then follows up with emails.
She has created a Layton High school Instagram account. The ACT prep has shown that doing it right
before the test shows an increase in scores.
Ryck Astle-Adminstration: Haven’t needed to use much of the productivity money because we have
been able to use the French productivity since we haven’t been able to find a French teacher. IVC is
being used for CE government as well as French is being fed into our school 1 class period per day.
A discussion was had about changes to SBO Bylaws. They need to combined media & publicist as one.
Add an assemblies officers and the artist will be in charge of the school store. We voted to amend the
bylaws and the voting was unanimous.

Lee Castillo, parent member of LHS community council has given Ryck his letter of resignation. Due to
our current parent numbers on the council there is no need to replace him.
Meeting adjourned. Next meeting is Monday February 25, 2019 @ 3:15 in the business office.

